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Grow
and garden
with Paddy Madden
HOME MADE LIQUID FEEDS

Welcome to the May
instalment of my regular
column focusing on the
joys, benefits, wonders
and learning opportunities
of gardening for teacher
and pupil, with a particular
focus on tending your
growing garden.
This is the month for looking after the
growing crops. Keep an eye on weeds and
add them to the compost heap. Avoid
placing scutch grass in the compost bin,
however.
Slugs and snails can wreak havoc on
tender seedlings and young plants so
use organic deterrents to keep them
at bay. It’s good practice not to kill
them because they provide food for
many creatures, and they contribute to
biodiversity in the garden.
Water the vegetables at the base during
dry spells but avoid drenching the leaves.
Feed weekly with a diluted organic liquid
fertiliser such as liquid seaweed or homemade ones. This could be done every
week on “Feeding Friday”.
The weeding, watering and feeding
tasks could be given to the students on a
rota basis in each class.
Frosts can still threaten susceptible
crops so it’s important to keep an
eye on the weather forecast and take
appropriate action if frost is promised.
These are specific lesson plans and work
ideas for various individual classes:
INFANTS: : Inspect the growing mangetout
or sugar snap peas regularly. If any of the
stems are trailing on the ground, ask the
children to attach their tendrils to the
string on the wigwam to support them. If

Nettle Tea

Nettle tea has a high nitrogen content. This nutrient benefits leafy vegetables. Collect the
leaves and stems when they are young. Cut these up into small pieces and place in a bucket.
Place a brick or rock on top to press them down. Add enough rainwater to cover them. Cover
the bucket with a board or similar because the stench is not pleasant. Leave for about a
month before straining the contents and diluting the mixture in rainwater at a ratio of 1 part
nettle juice to 10 parts of water.

Comfrey Tea Comfrey tea is high in potassium so is good for plants that flower and fruit. If no comfrey
is growing in the school some parents might have it. Place a bucket full of leaves into a
container and place a brick or rock on top. Cover the leaves with rainwater. Place a lid on the
container and leave for at least 4 weeks before straining the contents and using it in a ratio of
1:10 around plants.
Banana Tea The liquid produced from banana skins is high in potassium. Soak 2 or 3 banana skins in half a
litre of water for a few days. Use undiluted.
diluted liquid seaweed fertiliser. Check
the tendrils on all peas to make sure they
are twining around their supports.

the top 2.5 cm of the
growing medium
is dry water well
with rainwater if possible. Do this in the
morning or evening. Feed weekly with
diluted liquid seaweed.
1ST CLASS: If
winter hardy
peas were sown
in a window box
in October these
will be making
good progress
now. They will
be ready to
harvest three
weeks after
flowering. The
ones planted
outdoors in April will also be growing
steadily. Keep all pea plants free of weeds
and if the top 2.5 cm of the growing
medium appears dry water well with
rainwater preferably. Feed weekly with
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2ND CLASS: If winter hardy peas were sown
in a window box in October read the
maintenance notes in 1st class above.
If beetroot, chives, lettuce, radishes or
scallions were planted
outside in a raised
bed or window
boxes in April
keep all of them
weed-free. If
the weather is
harsh protect
these plants
with bionet
supported by hoops
or flexible plumbers’
piping. If the top 2.5 cm of the growing
medium appears
dry water well
with rainwater if
possible. Plants
grown from
seed in March
should be ready
to harvest during
this month. Cut
and come lettuces
can be harvested
when they are

Teaching matters

c. 10cm tall. Cut outer leaves about 2.5
cm above the crown and the plants will
regrow two or three times. Beetroots can
be harvested c. 45 to 50 days after sowing
when they are the size of golf balls. The
young tender leaves and stems can
be eaten raw. Chives can be harvested
when the plants are c.15 cm tall which
occurs about 60 days after sowing seed.
Cut about 5cm above the base and start
harvesting the outer leaves first. Scallions
can be harvested in June.
3RD CLASS:
1. Thin carrots in
the bin or in the
bed if this wasn’t
done in April. (See
the March/April
issue for thinning
guidelines). The
carrot root fly is
active this month
so take preventive
measures to deter
her. Cover the bed with bionet which

will allow air, light and rainwater in but
will keep the carrot fly out. Check the
growing medium regularly and water
with rainwater preferably if the top 2.5
cm appears dry. Feed weekly with liquid
seaweed fertiliser.
2. Sow sunflower seeds indoors in pots.

to earth them up to increase yields and
prevent tubers from turning green. Sow
hardy annuals such as Californian poppies,
nigella, clarkia, calendula to attract
pollinators.

evening. Water well during dry periods.
Use rainwater preferably. Feed weekly
with liquid seaweed. Continue to earth
them up to increase yields and prevent
tubers from turning green.
5TH CLASS: If this class planted garlic in
window boxes in October it should
be growing well now and be ready for
harvesting in June when the leaves start
to turn yellow. If they sowed wheat in a
bed, it should be maturing nicely. Late
frosts can still damage
potato stalks so if
frost is forecast cover
the bags in the fair
test with fleece or
layers of newspapers
before the school
closes in the evening.
Water well during
dry periods using
rainwater preferably.
Feed weekly with
liquid seaweed.
Continue

Translations
Peas
Garlic
Annual
SwallowHouse martin

Piseanna
Gairleog
Bliantóg
Fáinleog
Gabhlán binne

6TH CLASS: 1. If this class planted
strawberries in pots in September or in
window boxes in March/
April make sure
the pots don’t
dry out. Feed
weekly with a
fertilizer such as
liquid seaweed
and when
flowers start to
appear feed with
a fertiliser high in
potash or potassium
to encourage healthy flowers and
fruits. If frost or poor weather threatens
especially when they are flowering bring
them inside until the weather improves.
Remove runners if they appear by cutting
them at the base. Protect fruits
from birds with netting. Remove
dead leaves. 2. If the fair test on
slug and snail deterrents has run
its course, consider setting up
another one by planting equal
sized lettuces in pots…one per
pot. Cover Pot 1 with petroleum
jelly, pot 2 with an oil spray, pot
3 with fine mesh, pot 4 with
felt, pot 5 with a strip of copper
tape. Ask the pupils to suggest
possible deterrents for pots 6
and 7. Leave them in a sunny
place and monitor daily.
ALL CLASSES: Study bird song, swallows,
house martins, swifts and cuckoos.

Links to further learning on gardening
activities
SOWING HARDY ANNUALS: bit.ly/3JFSTqb
BIRD SONG: Listen to birdsong and watch short videos of common
birds at bit.ly/3JBlInS and bit.ly/3uHxpoU
HOME-MADE FERTILISERS: bit.ly/3OcIPbH and bit.ly/3xspNIx
MIGRANT BIRDS: bit.ly/3M6HBgA

4TH CLASS: If this class
planted onion sets in
window boxes in October
they should be growing
strongly by now and will
be ready for harvesting
in June. Late frosts can
still blacken the stalks
of potatoes so if frost
threatens cover them
with fleece or layers
of newspapers before
the school closes in the

PADDY MADDEN was a primary teacher and lectured in SESE
for many years in the Marino Institute of Education. He
established the first school wildlife garden in Ireland in
1984. His book, Go Wild at School has been reprinted three
times. He established a new website last year with Des
Murtagh: www.engagewithnatureie
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